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Kristina Kia Etv Exklusiv.[Synthesis and spectral analysis of some new type of chiral N-phthalimido
aldehydes]. 2-Diphenylphosphorylacetaldehyde and phosphoroxirane, condensing with substituted

naphthalimides, produced 1-(2-phenylvinyl)-2-naphthalenemethyl alcohol in a high yield. Dehydration of
the hydroxyl group in the alcohol with thionyl chloride, in the presence of N, N-dimethylformamide and

triethylamine, afforded the corresponding chiral N-phthalimido aldehyde. The structure of the new
compound was determined by IR and (1)H-NMR spectral analysis. Their diastereoisomerism was estimated
by HPLC analysis. By using the new synthesis, the preparation of many chiral N-phthalimido aldehydes is
also possible.Q: How to compare strings in javascript? I want to compare string 1 with string 2. I am using
the comparison if (str1 == str2) but it return true. Why is it so? A: Use.toString() to convert the 2 strings: if

(str1.toString() === str2.toString()) A: Use.toString(). It will return the string as its meant to be. The
problem is that one of the strings is a number, as you can see when you do typeof str1 and typeof str2. if
(str1.toString() === str2.toString()) { // do something } A: str1 == str2 will never compare any strings. It
will only compare the value associated with the reference. In JavaScript, string objects are reference types

and no two strings have the same reference value. So (str1 == str2) will always evaluate to true, since
str1 and str2 are different string objects. Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia on Tuesday made a surprise

appearance at the state funeral of former President George H.W. Bush, prompting President Trump to
tweet about their meeting. The Associated Press reported that Abdulaziz, who is the half-brother of King

Salman, attended the funeral with his entourage. TRUMP TWEETS ABOUT DINNER WITH 6d1f23a050
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